
SPACE TIME



Every day in space a star dies. 
But every day I break the laws of physics so much that I got 

punished from something. 
I don't no if there are gods of space that punished me or not but I'm 

going to tell you what the punishment is. 
The punishment is when ever a star dies I get sent to a different 

dimension. 
For example I might get sent inside a TV witch is forth dimension 

but getting sent to different dimensions hardly happens. 

But every day I break the speed of light jest exploring space it's 
really fun most of time until get sent to a different dimension.



But going into space is hard.
It's hard to breath it's hard to do anything.

And I forgot to tell you when I die,for example like when I get sucked 
into a black hole I get sent into a different dimension.



Now let's get started I have to protect something called a gravity core it can 
save you from stars black holes and getting sent into orbit from stars and 
planets.
I use the gravity core all the time because I don't like getting sent to different 
dimensions.
 

I can protect the gravity core by putting it in my pocket.



If you are wondering how I travel at the speed of light I will tell you.
I travel at the speed of light with 6 anti gravity jets so can launch out of 

orbit from stars it's actually reverse gravity.


Okay now let's really get started I landed on a planet...a giant planet 
and there were also living beings that can also travel at the speed light.
Now I'm really in trouble but that's what I thought I didn't no that I died 
so I got sent to a dimension without realizing I was sleeping when it 
happened.








